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facts and figures economic empowerment un women - when more women work economies grow if women s paid employment rates were raised to the same level as men s the united states gross domestic product would be an estimated 9 per cent higher the euro zone s would climb by 13 per cent and japan s would be boosted by 16 per cent, human development reports united nations development - over 1990 2017 all regions and human development groups have made substantial progress the global hdhi value in 2017 was 0 728 up about 21 7 percent from 0 598 in 1990 across the world people are living longer are more educated and have greater livelihood opportunities, women s rights global issues - women s rights around the world is an important indicator to understand global well being a major global women s rights treaty was ratified by the majority of the world s nations a few decades ago, the role of women in agriculture home food and - 1 this paper is based on background research in support of the preparation of fao s the state of food and agriculture 2010 11 women in agriculture closing the gender gap for development, women and artisanal mining gender roles and the road ahead - chapter 11 the socio economic impacts of artisanal and small scale mining in developing countries 2 the case of gold mining less commonly women enhancement of other skills including, chapter ii the gender perspective - 2 1 the concept of gender the gender perspective looks at the impact of gender on people s opportunities social roles and interactions successful implementation of the policy programme and project goals of international and national organizations is directly affected by the impact of gender and in turn influences the process of social development, income distribution and poverty poverty rate 50 median - figure 22 rural youth working in agriculture are the poorest group of working youth youth in rural non farm activities are only slightly poorer than urban youth, transforming our world the 2030 agenda for sustainable - preamble this agenda is a plan of action for people planet and prosperity it also seeks to strengthen universal peace in larger freedom we recognise that eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions including extreme poverty is the greatest global challenge and an indispensable requirement for sustainable development, america is regressing into a developing nation for most people - a new book by economist peter temin finds that the u s is no longer one country but dividing into two separate economic and political worlds you ve probably heard the news that the celebrated post ww ii beating heart of america known as the middle class has gone from burdened to, publications levy economics institute - this paper describes the quality of the statistical matching between the march 2014 supplement to the current population survey cps and the 2013 american time use survey atus and survey of consumer finances scf which are used as the basis for the 2013 levy institute measure of economic wellbeing a major global women s rights treaty was ratified by the majority of the world s nations a few decades ago, oecd better life index - better policies for better lives smart urban planning housing and urban policy reform is a priority under the current administration the government wants to reduce the housing deficit that still affects around 35 of mexican households and stop the inefficient development patterns of recent decades
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